Does nitric oxide participate in the mechanism of action of dotarizine?
Behavioral and nociceptive effects of dotarizine (DOT) and other substances acting on migrainous attacks and nitric oxide (NO) metabolism were studied in comparative experiments on rats. Behavioral effects were evaluated by the changes induced in ambulations and rearings of rats in the Opto-Varimex apparatus; effects on nociception were determined by the changes of pain threshold in growing mechanical pressure on one of the rat paw. The data showed that (1) NO did not participate directly in the mechanism of the behavioral actions of DOT. A role could be ascribed to the modulating influence of DOT on the changes in NO formation induced by other agents; (2) the NO system did not participate in the mechanisms of the responses to the painful mechanical pressure on the rat paw; (3) the behavioral effects of the substances with facilitating or inhibitory action on the migrainous process (m-CPP and ergotamine) and the influence of substances proved to affect NO formation (L-arginine, histamine, L-NAME) on these effects suggest a role for NO as a modulating but not a basic factor in the mechanisms of action of these pro- and antimigrainous substances; and (4) the behavioral effects of DOT were similar to the effects of the antimigrainous drug ergotamine and different from the promigrainous drug meta-chlorophenyl-piperazine (m-CPP)--which suggest an antimigrainous activity of dotarizine.